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Latest Featured




LIVE UPDATES: Israel raid on Gaza hospital killed or wounded 250 Palestinians, says media office

More than 31,800 Palestinians, mostly women and children, have since been killed in the enclave, and nearly 74,000 others injured amid mass destruction and shortages of necessities
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Senator Chuck Schumer exposed just how fragile Israel is

What did US Senator Chuck Schumer mean when he said that “Israel cannot survive...
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Security and Israel’s demographic dilemma

There have been major repercussions within Israel since Operation Al-Aqsa Flood on 7 October,...
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Palestine This Week: Israel, a 'Pariah State'

Palestine This Week raises critical questions about the future of liberal democracy in the Anglosphere as governments grapple with the growing groundswell of support for Palestine and the increasing perception of Israel as a pariah state
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	News

Chinese envoy meets Hamas leader for 1st time since 7 October 

	News

UN rapporteur: Israel does not want any witnesses to the genocide in Gaza 

	News

Jailed Palestinian leader Marwan Barghouti beaten by guards 

	News

Calls for vote of no confidence in Netanyahu's gov’t 

	News

Israel bans UNRWA chief from entering Gaza 

	News

Algeria president congratulates Putin on his re-election 
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LIVE UPDATES: Israel raid on Gaza hospital killed or wounded 250 Palestinians, says media office 

	Videos & Photo Stories

The Arabs, The Crusades & the Mongols in the Near East: MEMO in Conversation with Dr Nicholas Morton 

	Article

Contrived moral panic about Muslims: Tories' tool-kit for UK's authoritarian shift 

	Article

Palestine taking centre stage in local elections is a warning to Israel and its friends 

	Article

Where could the escalation between Algeria and Morocco lead? 

	Article

Turkiye 2024: The uncertainty in inflation and exchange equations 
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FBI surveilling Muslims in US amid Israel war on Gaza, CAIR lawyer reveals
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Turkiye aims to develop smart transportation infrastructure by 2028
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Israel raid on Gaza hospital killed or wounded 250 Palestinians, says media office
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Israel's restrictions on Gaza aid may be war crime, says UN rights office
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Tunisia-Libya border crossing closed due to armed clashes
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Gaza food aid from Cyprus reaches starving people in north of enclave, says charity
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UK delivers final blow to UAE hopes of acquiring Telegraph newspaper
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Calls to revoke gun licence after Israel issued 100K since 7 October
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Irish Prime Minister speaks about Irish people’s connection to Palestinians
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UAE seeks bilateral EU trade talks due to impasse in GCC negotiations
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Germany detains two suspected of Islamist plot against Swedish parliament
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Israel: Far-right ministers threaten to withdraw from government
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Senator Chuck Schumer exposed just how fragile Israel is




	
Nasim Ahmed



	
What did US Senator Chuck Schumer mean when he said that “Israel cannot survive if it becomes a pariah?” Schumer, a Democrat of New York, and the highest-ranking Jewish...
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Security and Israel’s demographic dilemma
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As famine looms in Gaza, children are getting weak and losing their ability to move
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There’s no protection from genocide in the colonial framework of international law
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Holding US foreign policy accountable for complicity in the genocide in Gaza
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Abused and oppressed, Egyptian political detainees fast behind bars
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Revolutions don’t succeed overnight; 13 years on, Syria is no exception
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Palestine taking centre stage in local elections is a warning to Israel and its friends 
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Profit over people: A symbolic gesture for peace at the Oscars 
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Turkiye 2024: The uncertainty in inflation and exchange equations 
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Where could the escalation between Algeria and Morocco lead? 
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Putting a spin on ‘obstacles’ to peace in Palestine 
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Thousands stage die-in for Gaza in Spain’s San Sebastian
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Josep Borrell accuses Israel of creating Gaza famine
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Palestine This Week: Israel, a 'Pariah State'
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International community blames Israel for man-made famine in Gaza
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Iconic French Catholic priest says Muslims paid the price of what Christians did to the Jews
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French-Israeli soldier shows off tortured Palestinians
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Gaza has ‘highest number of people facing catastrophic hunger ever recorded’
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‘I swear to God, I’m scared. I can’t take this anymore.’
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Senator Chuck Schumer exposed just how fragile Israel is
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Abused and oppressed, Egyptian political detainees fast behind bars
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Revolutions don’t succeed overnight; 13 years on, Syria is no exception
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	Dr Ramzy Baroud





US foreign policy is prolonging Israel’s genocide in Gaza
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Palestine Land Day 2024 will have a very different feel about it
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Dune 2: a tale of Palestinian resistance against Israel’s occupation
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Amid the ongoing genocide in Gaza, Argentinian artists express solidarity with Palestine
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God's Man in Iraq: The Life and Leadership of Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani
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Palestine taking centre stage in local elections is a warning to Israel and its friends
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Turkiye 2024: The uncertainty in inflation and exchange equations
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Resistance and postcolonialism at the Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art in Doha
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The Arabs, The Crusades & the Mongols in the Near East: MEMO in Conversation with Dr Nicholas Morton

The 13th century saw the Middle East invaded and occupied by both the Crusaders and the Mongols, but both invaders quickly built their own political systems and transformed the Middle East. 
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Amid the ongoing genocide in Gaza, Argentinian artists express solidarity with Palestine

Argentinian artists have been working diligently for the past few weeks to create a mural on the stairs of a busy railway station in the neighbourhood of Moreno in Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina. The artists were brought together by local artist-activist Gustavo Calvet to express their solidarity with the Palestinians. They believe that the prominent position of the mural will raise awareness and prompt those who see it to reflect on Israel’s ongoing genocide against the Palestinians in Gaza. The mural includes an image of a Palestinian child wearing a traditional keffiyeh and raising a Palestine flag. Calvet has also painted a Palestinian flag with “For a free, democratic and socialist Palestine” written on it. “In the mural, […]
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God's Man in Iraq: The Life and Leadership of Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani

As the pre-eminent marja taqlid (source of emulation) in matters of Islamic jurisprudence in Iraq, Grand Ayatollah Ali Al-Sistani holds a position of immense influence within the Shia Muslim community worldwide. This is not limited to religious affairs, but extends into the realm of politics too. However, due to his reclusive and ascetic nature, much remains unknown about him, including his political ideology. This is what Baghdad-based political analyst Sajad Jiyad sets out to explain in his book God’s Man in Iraq: The Life and Leadership of Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani. Sayyid Al-Sistani “has not made explicit his political ideology, it is left for others to assess it and find the most appropriate frameworks and concepts in which to place […]
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Sfeeha (Meat pies)

I was always a little intimidated or hesitant to make dough and I know I am not ...
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